






























This paper examines the boundaries of the internal labor markets in Mitsubishi Zaibatsu 
and the career paths of the employees of Mitsubishi Bank, using the employee lists of 
Mitsubishi Zaibatsu. The fact that a comprehensive employee list was compiled by the 
personal section of the holding company every year, suggests that there might be a 
unified internal labor market of Mitsubishi Zaibatsu. However, transfers of employees 
between the affiliated companies were exceptional, which means that the internal labor 
market in Mitsubishi Zaibatsu was partitioned into the internal labor markets of the 
individual companies. On the other hand, each of those internal markets was relatively 
open to the external market, compared with major companies in present Japan. It is also 
found that the career paths of the employees of Mitsubishi Bank were different from 
those of the bank employees in present Japan. In particular, many of the loan section 
chiefs of Mitsubishi Bank did not have much experience as loan officers, while they 
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ͷػೳΛݕ౼͢Δ͜ͱʹͳΔ4ɻ ୈೋʹɺ ৬һͷاۀ΁ͷఆண౓ΛଌΔ͜ͱɺ ݴ͍͔͑Ε͹ɺ
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 ຊ࿦จͷߏ੒͸࣍ͷ௨ΓͰ͋Δɻୈ 2 અͰ͸ɺࡾඛࡒൊʢࡾඛ߹ࢿձࣾͱ෼ܥձࣾʣʹ













৬һΧςΰϦʔ͕͋Γɺ݄څ 30 ԁҎԼͷ৔ॴݶΓ༭һʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ ʮ৔ॴ௕ʯ ɺ͢ͳΘͪࣄ
ۀॴ௕ͷࡋྔͰޏ༻͢Δ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖ͨɻ৔ॴݶΓ༭һʹ͍ͭͯ΋ɺ݄څ 30 ԁΛ௒͑Δ৔߹
͸ɺࣄલʹຊࣾࣾ௕ʹಧग़ඞཁ͕͋ͬͨʢ ʮ࢖༻ਓ࠾༻಺نʯ1918 ೥ 7 ݄ʣ ɻ1919 ೥ʹ࢖
༻ਓ͸ʮਖ਼һʯ ɺ৔ॴݶΓ༭һ͸ʮ।һʯͱվশ͞Εͨ12ɻ 
ࡾඛࡒൊͷ෼ݖԽ܏޲ͷதͰ্ͷ੍౓ʹ͸मਖ਼͕Ճ͑ΒΕͯߦͬͨɻ·ͣɺ1919 ೥ʹ৔
ॴ௕ͷࡋྔͰ࠾༻Ͱ͖Δ।һͷ݄څԼݶ͕ 60 ԁʹҾ্͖͛ΒΕͨ13ɻ ʮؔ܎औۃʯΛվਖ਼͠
ͨ 1929 ೥ͷʮ෼ܥձࣾͱຊࣾͱͷؔ܎औۃʯ ʢ1929 ೥ʣͰ͸ɺਖ਼һͷਐୀɾҟಈ͕ࣄલใ
ࠂ͔Βࣄޙใࠂʹมߋ͞Εɺݐલ্΋ʮ෼ܥ֤ࣾॴଐ৬һͷਐୀҟಈ͸֤ଖࣾʹԙͯ೭Λ
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ਤ1 ͸ࡾඛࡒൊຊࣾɾ෼ܥձࣾͷैۀһ਺ͷਪҠΛ͍ࣔͯ͠ΔɻϒϧʔΧϥʔΛؚΉશ





Ͱࡾඛࡒൊશମͷ 50ʙ60ˋΛ઎Ίͨʢද 1ʣ ɻࡾඛ঎ࣄͱࡾඛۜߦ͕͜Εʹ͙࣍Ґஔʹ͋ͬ
ͨɻ࣌ܥྻͰ֤ࣾͷγΣΞͷಈ͖ΛݟΔͱɺ߭ۀɾ঎ࣄ͸҆ఆ͓ͯ͠Γɺ଄ધͷ௿Լɺۜ




ਤ2 ͸ਖ਼һ࠾༻਺ͷಈ͖Λ͍ࣔͯ͠ΔɻୈҰ࣍େઓޙϒʔϜͷӨڹ͕࢒Δ 1920 ೥ʹ͸




͓ͯ͠Γɺ1920ʙ1936 ೥ͷظؒͰ͸ɺ௿͍೥ʢ1927 ೥ʣͰ 17ˋɺߴ͍೥ʢ1931 ೥ʣͰ
75ˋͰ͋ͬͨɻ 






ද 3 ͸ɺ1921 ೥ʹ࠾༻͞Εͨਖ਼һʹ͍ͭͯɺͦͷࢿ֨ผɾاۀผߏ੒Λ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻҩ
ࢣɺༀࡎࢣɺࢀࣄɺ৤ୗͱ͍͏গ਺ͷಛघͳࢿ֨ऀΛผʹ͢Ε͹ɺ࠾༻͞Εͨͷ͸ɺجຊ
తʹٕज़ܥͷ৬һʢٕࢣɺٕࢣิʣͱࣄ຿ܥͷ৬һʢࣄ຿ɺࣄ຿ิʣͰ͋ͬͨɻ࠾༻͞Ε
ͨਖ਼һ਺͸ 305 ໊ɺ͏ٕͪज़ܥɾࣄ຿ܥͷ৬һ͕ 290 ໊Λ઎Ίͨɻٕज़ܥ৬һͱࣄ຿ܥ৬
һͷ࠾༻਺ൺ͸ɺ֤ࣾͷࣄۀ಺༰Λ൓ө͍ͯ͠Δɻٕज़ܥ৬һͷ࠾༻͸଄ધͱ߭ۀʹूத
͍ͯ͠Δɻ͜ΕΒ 2 ࣾ͸ࣄ຿ܥ৬һ΋ଟ਺࠾༻͕ͨ͠ɺ঎ࣄɺۜߦɺ૔ݿ͸΋ͬͺΒࣄ຿
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֎Λআ͍ͯ࠾༻ऀ໊ͷԼʹʮݩ༭࢖ʯ ɺ ʮݩ।һʯ ɺ ʮݩٕखʯ ɺ ʮݩॻهʯ౳ͷ஫ه͕͋Γɺ
ଞํɺٕࢣิɺࣄ຿ิʹ͍ͭͯ͸͜͏ͨ͠஫ه͕ͳ͍͔ΒͰ͋ΔɻاۀʹΑͬͯɺࣄ຿ͱ
ࣄ຿ิɺٕࢣͱٕࢣิͷൺ཰͕ҟͳΓɺ·ͨɺ͜ͷൺ཰͸ಉ͡اۀͰ΋೥ʹΑͬͯมԽ͠
ͨʢද 2ʣ ɻ 
 
3.1921 ೥࠾༻ਖ਼һͷاۀؒҠಈ 
ද 3 ͰݟͨΑ͏ʹɺ1921 ೥ʹ͸ɺࡾඛຊࣾɾ෼ܥձࣾશମͰ 290 ໊ͷٕज़ܥɾࣄ຿ܥਖ਼







ද 4 ͸ɺ1921 ೥࠾༻ͷٕज़ܥɾࣄ຿ܥਖ਼һ 290 ਓશһʹ͍ͭͯɺ5 ೥͝ͱͷҠಈঢ়گΛ
ࣔͨ͠΋ͷͰ͋Δɻ·ͣɺࡾඛࡒൊ಺ͷاۀؒҠಈʹ͍ͭͯݟΑ͏ɻ1921 ೥ʹ࠾༻͞Εͨ
ਖ਼һ 290 ਓͷ͏ͪɺ1926 ೥ʹࡾඛࡒൊ಺ͷଞͷاۀʹࡏ੶ͨ͠ऀ͸ 10 ਓͰ͋ͬͨɻͦͷ
಺༁͸ɺࡾඛ଄ધˠࡾඛిػ 2 ਓɺࡾඛ੡మˠࡾඛۜߦ 1 ਓɺࡾඛ঎ࣄˠࡾඛ߹ࢿ 1 ਓɺ
ࡾඛ঎ࣄˠࡾඛ߭ۀ 5 ਓɺࡾඛอݥˠࡾඛ঎ࣄ 1 ਓͰ͋Δɻࡾඛࡒൊ಺ͷଞاۀʹࡏ੶͠




͜ͱ͕Θ͔Δɻද 5 ͸ 1921ʙ26 ೥ʹࡒൊ಺ͰҠಈͨ͠ 10 ໊ʹؔ͢ΔৄࡉΛ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ
10 ਓத 5 ਓ͸ࡾඛ঎ࣄ͔Βࡾඛ߭ۀ΁ͷҠಈͰ͋Γɺࡾඛ঎ࣄͰͷ෦ॺ͔Βɺ͍ͣΕ΋ੴ
୸ൢചʹܞΘ͍ͬͯͨͱਪଌ͞ΕΔɻҰํɺࡾඛ߭ۀ͸ɺࡾඛ߹ࢿձࣾ߭ࢁ෦ɾ୸߭෦࣌
୅͔ΒҾ͖ଓ͍ͯɺ1920 ೥୅ॳΊ·Ͱɺੴ୸ɾ߭෺ͷൢചΛશ໘తʹࡾඛ঎ࣄʹҕͶ͖ͯ
͕ͨɺ1924 ೥͔ΒࣗࣾͰߦ͏͜ͱͱͨ͠ɻͦͷ݁Ռɺࡾඛ঎ࣄੴ୸෦ͱɺࣨའҎԼ 12 ͷ
ళฮ͕ࡾඛ঎ 
ࣄ͔Βࡾඛ߭ۀʹҾ͖ܧ͕Εͨ17ɻ্ه 5 ਓͷҠಈ͸ɺ͜ͷ૊৫վฤʹͱ΋ͳ͏΋ͷͱߟ͑
                                                  
16  ࡾඛ࢙ྉؗॴଂɻ 






͍ͨ৬һ͸ɺ290 ਓͷ͏ͪɺ190 ਓʢ65.9ˋʣͰ͋ͬͨɻಉ͡஋͸ɺ࠾༻ޙ 10 ೥ޙɺ15 ೥
ޙͷ 1931 ೥ɺ36 ೥ʹ͸ͦΕͧΕɺ171 ਓʢ59.0ˋʣ ɺ129 ਓʢ44.0ˋʣͱͳͬͨɻੁࢁલ
ܝ࿦จʹΑΔͱɺ ೔ཱ੡࡞ॴͷ1921೥࠾༻৬һίʔϗʔτ14ਓͷ8೥ޙ࢒ଘ཰͸35.7ˋɺ
1920-22 ೥࠾༻৬һίʔϗʔτ 120 ਓʹର৅Λ֦͛Δͱ 44.2ˋͰ͋ͬͨɻࡾඛܥاۀ͸ൺ
ֱతૣ͔͘Β৬һͷۈଓͷ௕ظԽ͕ਐΜͰ͍ͨͱ͍͑Α͏ɻ͔͠͠ɺ࠾༻ޙ 15 ೥ޙͷ࢒ଘ
཰ 44.0ˋ͸ɺ ୈೋ࣍େઓޙͷ೔ຊͷେاۀʹීٴͨ͠௕ظޏ༻ͱ͸ґવͱͯ͠ڑ཭͕͋Δɻ





཰͕ 30ˋ୆ͱͳΓʢࡾඛిػʣ ɺ͋Δ͍͸ 15 ೥ޙͷ࢒ଘ཰͕ 0ˋͱͳΔ৔߹͕͋ͬͨʢࡾ
ඛ੡మɺࡾඛւ্Րࡂอݥʣ ɻ 
 ࠾༻࣌ͷࢿ֨ผʹاۀؒҠಈΛ؍࡯͢Δͱද 6ʙ9 ͷΑ͏ʹͳΔɻ·ͣɺ৽ن࠾༻ͷٕज़
ܥ৬һʹ౰ͨΔٕࢣิ 37 ਓͷɺ 5 ೥ɺ 10 ೥ɺ 15 ೥ޙͷ࢒ଘ཰͸ͦΕͧΕɺ 51.4ˋɺ 43.2ˋɺ
32.4ˋɺ।һ౳͔Βొ༻͞Εٕͨࢣ 50 ਓͷಉ͡೥ͷ࢒ଘ཰͸ɺ64.0ˋɺ54.0ˋɺ42.0ˋͱ
Ͱ͋ͬͨɻҰํɺ৽ن࠾༻ͷࣄ຿ܥ৬һʹ͋ͨΔࣄ຿ิ 84 ਓͷɺ5 ೥ɺ10 ೥ɺ15 ೥ޙͷ
࢒ଘ཰͸ͦΕͧΕɺ73.8ˋɺ65.5ˋɺ56.0ˋɺ।һ౳͔Βͷొ༻ऀʹ͋ͨΔࣄ຿ 119 ਓͷಉ








                                                                                                                                                  
ձࣾɺ1976 ೥ɺpp.278-280ɻ 







 1921 ೥ʹࡾඛຊࣾɾ෼ܥձࣾʹ࠾༻͞Εͨ 305 ਓͷਖ਼һͷ͏ͪɺࡾඛۜߦ΁ͷ࠾༻ऀ͸
35 ਓɺ ͏ͪࣄ຿ิ 31 ਓɺ ࣄ຿ 4 ਓͰ͋ͬͨɻ ࣄ຿ 4 ਓ͸ࡾඛۜߦͷ༭࢖͔Βొ༻͞Εͨɻ
ද 10 ͸ɺ൴ΒͷΩϟϦΞɾύεΛ 5 ೥ִؒͰ͍ࣔͯ͠Δɻ·ͣɺ࠾༻௚ޙͷ഑ଐళฮΛݟ
Δͱɺࣄ຿ิ 31 ਓத 9 ਓͱࣄ຿ 4 ਓத 2 ਓɺܭ 11 ਓ͕ຊళɺଞͷ 24 ਓ͕ࢧళͰ͋ͬͨɻ
1921 ೥຤࣌఺Ͱɺࡾඛۜߦ͸ɺࠃ಺ࢧళ 9ɺւ֎ࢧళ 3 Λ༗͍͕ͯͨ͠ɺࠃ಺ͷ 9 ࢧళ͢
΂ͯʹ 1921 ೥࠾༻ऀ͕഑ଐ͞Εͨɻ1936 ೥·Ͱۈଓͨ͠ 21 ਓʹ͍ͭͯɺฏۉܦݧళฮ਺
ΛٻΊΔͱ 3.0 ళͱͳΓɺ ૬౰ͳස౓Ͱళฮؒͷҟಈ͕ߦΘΕͨ͜ͱ͕Θ͔Δɻ ৬һͷසൟ
ͳళฮؒҟಈ͸ݱ୅೔ຊͷۜߦͱڞ௨͢Δಛ௃Ͱ͋Δ͕20ɺৄ͘͠؍࡯͢Δͱɺ྆ऀͷ૬ҧ
఺͕໌Β͔ʹͳΔɻ 
࠾༻௚ޙʹຊళ഑ଐʹ഑ଐ͞Εͨ 11 ਓ͏ͪ 4 ໊͕ 1926 ೥·Ͱʹୀ৬͠ɺଞͷ 7 ਓ͏ͪ
5 ਓ 1926 ೥ʹ΋Ҿ͖ଓ͖ຊళʹࡏ੶ͨ͠ɻ͜ΕΒ 5 ਓ͏ͪ 2 ਓ͕ 1931 ೥·Ͱʹୀ৬ɺଞ
ͷ 2 ਓ 1931 ೥ʹࢧళʹҠ͍ͬͯͨɻ ࠷ޙͷ 1 ਓ͸༭࢖͔Βͷొ༻ऀͰ͕͋ͬͨɺ ൴΋ 1936
೥ʹ͸ࢧళʹҠಈͨ͠ɻ͔͠͠ɺ࠾༻௚ޙ͔Β 5 ೥ʙ10 ೥ʹΘͨͬͯຊళʹࡏ੶͚ͭͮ͠
Δ৬һ͕গͳ͔Βͣ͋ͬͨ఺͸ɺେଔ৬һͷ΄΅શһ͕ɺ࠾༻ޙ௚ͪʹࢧళʹ഑ଐ͞ΕΔ
ͱ͍͏ݱ୅೔ຊͷۜߦʹ͓͚ΔΩϟϦΞɾύεͷ૊Έํ21ͱҟͳ͍ͬͯΔɻ 
 Ұํɺ࠾༻௚ޙʹࢧళʹ഑ଐ͞Εͨ 24 ਓʹ͍ͭͯ͸ɺ͏ͪ 6 ਓ͕ 1926 ೥·Ͱʹୀ৬͠
ͨɻଞͷ 18 ਓத 9 ਓ͸ɺ1926 ೥ʹ΋ɺ࠾༻௚ޙʹ഑ଐ͞ΕͨࢧళʹҾ͖ଓ͖ࡏ੶ͨ͠ɻ
࢒Γ 9 ਓͷ͏ͪɺ2 ਓ͸ຊళʹɺ2 ਓ͸ւ֎ࢧళʹɺ5 ਓ͕ࠃ಺ͷଞͷࢧళʹͦΕͧΕҠಈ
ͨ͠ɻ࠾༻Ҏདྷ 1926 ೥·Ͱಉ͡ࢧళʹࡏ੶͠ଓ͚ͨ 9 ਓͷ͏ͪɺ7 ਓ͸ 1931 ೥·Ͱʹଞ
ͷࠃ಺ࢧళʹҠಈɺ1 ਓ͸ࡾඛ৴ୗʹҠͬͨɻଞͷ 1 ਓ͸ 1931 ೥ʹҾ͖ଓ͖ಉ͡ࢧళʹࡏ
੶͍͕ͯͨ͠ɺ൴΋ 1936 ೥ʹ͸ଞͷࠃ಺ࢧళʹҠͬͨɻ౰ॳຊళʹ഑ଐ͞Εͨ৬һͷ৔߹
ͱಉ༷ʹɺຊࢧళؒͷҠಈ͕ߦΘΕͨ͜ͱ͕֬ೝͰ͖Δ͕ɺଞํɺݱ୅೔ຊͷۜߦʹ͓͍
ͯ 3ʙ4 ೥ʹ 1 ճͷස౓ͰࢧళؒҠಈ͕ߦΘΕΔͷͱൺֱ͢Δͱ22ɺࢧళؒҠಈͷස౓͸૬
ରతʹখ͔ͬͨ͞ɻ 
 ࣍͗ʹɺ৬һͷۀ຿ؒҠಈʹ͍ͭͯݟΑ͏ɻද 11 Ͱ͸ɺۀ຿Λି෇ɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ
֎ࠃɺ಺෦؅ཧͷ 5 ͭʹ෼ྨͯ͠ɺ1921 ೥࠾༻ਖ਼һͷ഑ଐঢ়گΛཁ໿͍ͯ͠Δɻ಺෦؅ཧ
ʹ·ͱΊΒΕ͍ͯΔͷ͸ɺग़ೲɺܭࢉɺॸ຿ɺจॻͳͲͷॾۀ຿Ͱ͋Δɻ࠾༻௚ޙʹ͸େ
෦෼ͷ৬һ͕ɺ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ͷ 3 ۀ຿ͷ͍ͣΕ͔ʹ഑ଐ͞Εͨɻଞͷ 2 ۀ
                                                  
20  લܝɺখ஑ɾழ໦ฤɺp.277ɻ 
21  ಉ্ɺp.273ɻ 
22  ಉ্ɺp.277ɻ ຿ͷ͏ͪɺ֎ࠃۀ຿͸ϙετ͕গͳ͔͔ͬͨΒɺ݁ہɺି෇Ҏ֎ͷۀ຿ʹ޿͘৽ن࠾༻ऀ
Λ഑ஔͨ͠ͱݟΔ͜ͱ͕Ͱ͖Δɻ࠾༻ޙ 5 ೥໨ͷ 1926 ೥ʹͳΔͱɺ಺෦؅ཧʹ୅Θͬͯ༬
ۚۀ຿ͷγΣΞ͕࠷େͱͳΔͱͱ΋ʹɺି෇ͷγΣΞ্͕ঢ͢Δɻି෇ͷγΣΞ͸࠾༻ޙ
10 ೥໨ͷ 1931 ೥ʹ΋Ҿ͖ଓ্͖ঢ͢Δɻି෇͸಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ͱൺ΂ͯɺ
૬ରతʹܦݧΛੵΜͩ৬һ͕഑ஔ͞ΕΔۀ຿Ͱ͋ͬͨ͜ͱ͕Θ͔Δɻ1936 ೥ʹͳΔͱି෇
ͷγΣΞ͕௿Լ͢Δ͕ɺ͜Ε͸܎௕ঢਐͱؔ܎͍ͯ͠Δͱߟ͑ΒΕΔɻ 
 ͦ͜Ͱ܎௕ঢਐʹ͍ͭͯݟΔͱɺ࠾༻ޙ 5 ೥໨ͷ 1926 ೥ʹ͸ɺ܎௕ʹঢਐͨ͠ऀ͸·ͩ
͍ͳ͔ͬͨɻ 1931 ೥ʹͳΔͱɺ ݉຿Λআ͍ͯɺ 13 ਓ͕܎௕ʹঢਐ͍ͯͨ͠ɻ ܎௕ঢਐऀ͸ɺ
࠾༻ऀܭ 35 ਓͷ 37.1ˋɺ͜ͷ೥ͷࡏ੶ऀ 22 ໊ͷ 59.0ˋʹ͋ͨΔɻ1921 ೥ʹ༭࢖͔Βొ
༻͞Εͨ 4 ਓͷ͏ͪ 2 ਓ͸ 1931 ೥ʹࡏ੶͍͕ͯͨ͠ɺ͍ͣΕ΋܎௕ʹͳ͍ͬͯͳ͔ͬͨɻ





 ݉຿ΛؚΊΔͱ 1931 ೥ͷ܎௕Ԇ΂ਓ਺͸ 15 ਓͰ͋Γɺ͏ͪ 6 ਓ͕ҝସɾূ݊ۀ຿ɺ4
ਓ͕༬ۚۀ຿Λ୲౰͍ͯͨ͠ɻ1936 ೥ʹ͸܎௕Ԇ΂ਓ਺͕ 21 ਓͱͳΓɺ͏ͪ༬͕ۚ 6ɺҝ
ସɾূ͕݊ 6ɺ಺෦؅ཧ͕ 5 ͱͳͬͨɻҰํɺ1926ɺ31 ೥ͷି෇ۀ຿ͷ܎௕Ԇ΂ਓ਺͸ɺ
ͦΕͧΕɺ2 ਓɺ3 ਓͰ͋ͬͨɻ͔͜͜Βɺି෇ۀ຿ͷ܎௕͸ɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅
ཧʹൺ΂ͯ૬ରతʹγχΞͳϙετͰ͋ͬͨ͜ͱ͕͏͔͕ΘΕΔɻ͍͍͔͑Ε͹ɺ্ड़ͷ
Α͏ʹɺ࠾༻ޙ 15 ೥໨ʹ͸ɺ΄ͱΜͲͷਖ਼һ͕܎௕ʹঢਐ͕ͨ͠ɺ15 ೥໨ͷਖ਼һʹ༻ҙ͞
ΕΔ܎௕ϙετͱͯ͠͸ɺି෇ۀ຿ʹؔ͢Δ΋ͷ͸গͳ͘ɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅ཧ
ۀ຿ؔ܎ͷ΋ͷ͕ଟ͔ͬͨɻ 
 1921 ೥࠾༻ऀʹؔͯ͠ɺ࠷ޙʹɺۀ຿ؒͷҠಈස౓ΛݟΑ͏ɻ࠾༻ऀ 35 ਓͷ͏ͪ 1936
೥·Ͱۈଓͨ͠ 21 ਓʹ஫໨͢Δͱɺ15 ೥ͷۈଓظؒʹɺ্هͷ 5 ۀ຿ͷ͏ͪ 4 ͭΛܦݧ
ͨ͠ऀ͕ 4 ਓ͍ͨɻ3 ۀ຿ܦݧऀɺ2 ۀ຿ܦݧऀ͸ͦΕͧΕ 8 ਓͰ͋Γɺ1 ۀ຿͔͠ܦݧ͠
ͳ͔ͬͨऀ͸ 1 ਓͰ͋ͬͨɻ15 ೥ؒͷฏۉܦݧۀ຿਺͸ 2.71 ͱͳΔɻ௕ظۈଓऀ͸ɺಛఆ
ͷۀ຿ʹઐ໳Խ͢Δ͜ͱͳ͘ɺ෯޿͍ۀ຿ܦݧΛੵΜͰ͍ͨͱ͍͑Δɻ͜ͷ఺͸ɺҎԼͰ
ݟΔି෇܎௕΁ͷΩϟϦΞɾύε͔Β΋֬ೝͰ͖Δɻ 
 1936 ೥ʹࡾඛۜߦͷࠃ಺ຊࢧళ23Ͱି෇ؔ܎ͷ܎௕24Λ຿Ί͍ͯͨ৬һ͸ද 12 ʹࣔͨ͠
22 ໊Ͱ͋Δɻݱ৬ʹब೚ͨ͠೥͸ 1933ʙ1936 ೥ʹ෼෍͍ͯ͠Δɻ22 ਓͷ͏ͪ 2 ਓ͸ɺݱ
৬ब೚લʹି෇܎௕Λ͢Ͱʹܦݧ͍ͯͨ͠ɻࡾඛۜߦͷਖ਼һʹ࠾༻͞Εͨ೥͸ 1917 ೥ʙ
1925 ೥ʹ෼෍͍ͯ͠Δɻ͍ͣΕ΋ɺ।һ౳͔Βͷొ༻ऀͰ͸ͳ͘ɺࣄ຿ิͱͯ͠৽ن࠾༻
                                                  
23  ژڮग़ுॴΛؚΉɻҎԼɺ൥ࡶ͞Λ͚͞ΔͨΊʹɺ୯ʹຊࢧళͱه͢ɻ 
24 9 ໊͸ҝସ܎௕ͱূ݊܎௕Λ݉຿ɺ1 ໊͸ࢧళ௕୅ཧΛ݉຿͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺҎԼɺ൥ࡶ͞Λ
ආ͚ΔͨΊʹ୯ʹି෇܎௕ͱه͢ɻ ͞Εͨ৬һͰ͋ͬͨɻ࠾༻͔Β࠷ॳͷି෇܎௕ʹब೚͢Δ·Ͱʹཁͨ͠೥਺͸ 10ʙ18 ೥ɺ
ฏۉ 14.0 ೥Ͱ͋ͬͨɻି෇܎௕ʹब೚͢Δલʹଞͷ܎௕Λܦݧͨ͠΋ͷ͸ 9 ਓɺٯʹ͍͑
͹ɺ13 ਓ͸࠷ॳʹब͍ͨ܎௕ϙετ͕ି෇܎௕Ͱ͋ͬͨ25ɻ 
 ି෇܎௕ʹब೚͢Δ·ͰͷܦྺΛݟΔͱɺۈଓظؒฏۉ 14.0 ೥ͷ͏ͪɺି෇ؔ܎ͷۀ຿






ϦΞͷதͰି෇ۀ຿ʹैࣄ͢Δظؒ͸ฏۉͰ 2 ׂڧʢ3.3 ೥ʗ14.0 ೥ʣʹ͗͢ͳ͔ͬͨɻද













 ͜ͷ఺ʹண໨ͯ͠ɺ ຊ࿦จͰ͸·ͣɺ 1921 ೥ʹ࠾༻͞Εͨਖ਼һͷେ෦෼Λ઎ΊΔٕज़ܥɾ





͍͠ɻ ͍͍͔͑Ε͹ɺ ࡾඛࡒൊࡿԼاۀ͸ͦΕͧΕʹಠཱͨ͠಺෦࿑ಇࢢ৔Λ༗͍ͯͨ͠ɻ 
͔͠͠ୈೋʹɺ֤اۀͷ಺෦࿑ಇࢢ৔͸ɺݱ୅೔ຊͷେاۀͱൺ΂Δͱɺ૬ରతʹ֎෦
ࢢ৔ʹରͯ͠։͔Ε͍ͯͨɻ࠾༻ޙ 5 ೥ޙɺ10 ೥ޙɺ15 ೥ޙͷ֤೥ʹ౰ॳ࠾༻࣌ͱಉ͡ا
ۀʹࡏ੶͍ͯͨ͠৬һ͸ɺͦΕͧΕ 65.9ˋɺ59.0ˋɺ44.0ˋͰ͋Γɺ͜ͷ஋͸ɺ͜Ε·Ͱ
                                                  
25  ͏ͪ 4 ໊͸ҝସ܎௕ͱূ݊܎௕Λ݉຿ɻ 
26 pp.276-281ɻ ʹ஌ΒΕ͍ͯΔɺ೔ཱ੡࡞ॴʹ 1921 ೥ʹ࠾༻͞Εͨ৬һίʔϗʔτͷ࢒ଘ཰ΑΓߴ͍͕ɺ
ݱ୅೔ຊͷେاۀͱൺֱ͢Δͱ૬ରతʹ௿͍ɻ͔͠΋ɺ࢒ଘ཰͸اۀؒͰόϥπΩ͕େ͖
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༬ۚ    
ҝସɾূ݊    
֎ࠃ    



















 ຊళӦۀ෦    ༬ۚ  ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚ
 ژڮग़ுॴ     ༬ۚɺ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 Ӭ୅ڮࢧళ     ༬ۚɺ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 ؙ೭಺ࢧళ     ҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅ཧ
 ؙ೭಺ୈೋࢧళ     ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ༬ۚ
 ೔ຊڮࢧళ     ༬ۚɺ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 ࢛୩ࢧళ    ༬ۚ  ֎ࠃɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ༬ۚ
 ۨࠐࢧళ    ಺෦؅ཧ  ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅ཧ
 ೔ຊڮ௨ொࢧళ     ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 ਆాࢧళ    ಺෦؅ཧ  ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 ඼઒ࢧళ    ҝସɾূ݊ɺ༬ۚ  ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊
 େ৿ࢧళ    ҝସɾূ݊  ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊
 ދ೭໳ࢧళ     ҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚ
 େࡕࢧళ     ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊
 த೭ౡࢧళ     ༬ۚ
 ધ৔ࢧళ    ಺෦؅ཧ  ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚ
 େࡕೆࢧళ   ੢௕ງ    ༬ۚɺ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊
 ਆށࢧళ    ҝସɾূ݊  ಺෦؅ཧɺҝସɾূ݊ɺ༬ۚ༬ۚ
 ࡾٶࢧళ     ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚ
 ژ౎ࢧళ    ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊  ҝସɾূ݊ɺ༬ۚ
 ໊ݹ԰ࢧళ   ژڮग़ுॴ    ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚɺҝସɾূ݊
 খ୬ࢧళ     ҝସɾূ݊ɺ಺෦؅ཧɺ༬ۚ
ࢿྉɿຊจࢀরɽ